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This book, Learn French Step by Step: French Language Practical Guide for Beginners is written for

the person that wants to comprehensively study French to become fluent in French.In this book we

teach you â€¢ A Brief History of the French Languageâ€¢ The Influence of French upon Englishâ€¢

French Alphabetâ€¢ French Pronunciationâ€¢ Basic Grammar Rules â€¢ Gender and Pluralsâ€¢

Cognatesâ€¢ Negative Sentences or Negationâ€¢ Three Forms of Questionsâ€¢ Basic French

Verbsâ€¢ Formal and Informal FrenchThis book will get you through the initial process of

understanding the French language, with advanced terminology and vocabulary.Download this book

now!
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This is a French language based step by step lesson covering basics, pronunciation,but also

grammar, vocabulary and everyday French.An excellent start to help you build the foundation for

more advanced French learning.Clear explanations of the grammar in English and plenty of

exercises with the instructions in English.Learn how to speak French and read the full book of



language guides. A total beginner or you know a bit of French already.Practical and straightforward,

the book will help you make steady and rapid.Learn French, faster and smarter!I think the first step

to learning a new language is to start with key vocabulary.Remember that throughout the whole

process, pronunciation and retention.

A good book to have I definitely recommend to anyone looking to learn French and try a different

method of teaching. You will acquire vocabulary, develop reading skills, and more. I do recommend

this book to all who wish to start or advance their French skills. There are stories belonging to

different genres like thriller and crime while some are simple old fashioned tales.As and when you

proceed in the book, it gives you immense confidence. By reading this book you incorporate loads

of new French words, use verbs and enhance your vocabulary.

I have always wanted loved hearing others speaking French and how they sound.The book teaches

you about the history of French and the influence it has on English.This book will explain in details

all you need to learn in French and master the language.I did not know that French had their own

verb and learning about it is awesome.The book is really educational and considering the fact that

an educated person is expected to learn or know more than one language,this is a pretty good start

to those that wants to learn and master French.

I get brief history of French language and influence of French upon English. I get knowledge how to

do pronunciation in French. I learned basic words and expressions. This book let me know about

rules for using grammar. There are separate chapters on topics like sentence making, pronouns,

verbs, adverbs and common phrases which define everything very clearly. I read interesting stories

and conversations. At last, there are amazing games to learn French.

This book gets one through the processes of effectively understanding the french language, with

advanced vocabularies and terms used. The author graciously captivates the sentence structure,

verb conjugation and tenses. This is the best piece to greatly understanding the french language,

am looking to having my vacation in Paris and a friend recommended i went through this book in

time to familiarize myself with the language before embark my journey. This book fully provides a

path for individuals to actively communicate in french.

I like this book very much it teach me the basic French vocabulary, how to construct sentences, the



grammar and everything about French and German. While I learn the basic French and German I

started appreciate the French Language and also the German. This short e-book is targeted to

those that desire to learn French fast. An English speaker cannot approach learning French as they

would their native tongue.This is my second French book because on the last book I enjoyed

learning French language so I want to continue the learning.

This is a great guide. This is really well-planned and I like how the author give the step by step

lessons here. It's like there is actually someone teaching you when you read this. I have always

wanted to learn French but didn't have the opportunity. The author provides some easy and

effective steps for learning this language.I read interesting stories and conversations. At last, there

are amazing games to learn French.

This is my second French book because on the last book I enjoyed learning French language so I

want to continue the learning. Having this book will help you learn how to speak French languages. I

will read this book again to make sure I can put all the words in my mind. They are easy to follow

and it is fun learning them too. Other essential French know-hows were also provided and explained

with enough detail.
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